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Champion once again in the NASCAR Pinty’s in 2019
Boucherville (Quebec, Canada) – 4 octobre 2019 – Last Saturday, the Spectra
Premium high-performance radiator won its second consecutive championship in the
NASCAR Pinty’s series. This time, it’s racer Andrew Ranger who won the
championship at the wheel his #27 MOPAR/Pennzoil.
Like many drivers this year, Ranger, as part of the DJK Racing team, acquired a
Spectra Premium high-performance radiator in the off-season. During the racing
season, about fifteen drivers benefitted from the Canadian-built radiator. Among the
many users, we find Ranger with teammate D.J. Kennington and Raphaël Lessard at
his first races in the series.
“I want to congratulate Andrew on his brilliant championship victory. With four wins
and seven podiums, Andrew held a dominant position throughout the season until his
successful conclusion. Congratulations on your third title,” said Collin Francis, Vice
President of Sales & Marketing Aftermarket U.S.A. “I would like to thank DJK Racing
and all the teams who trusted the performance and durability of our radiators this
year. In a competitive world like that of motor racing, every advantage counts.”
Ranger crossed the finish line in fourth place on the Jukasa Motor Speedway near
Hamilton, Ontario last weekend, securing his title. During this exemplary season, the
Roxton Pond driver has won four races and has secured at least one top -10 finish in
every race on the calendar.
Defending champion Louis-Philippe Dumoulin finished the season in third place after
winning two races this year, including the prestigious Grand Prix de Trois-Rivières.
This season, as General Manager of the Dumoulin Competition team and business
partner of Spectra Premium, Jean-François Dumoulin contributed to the adoption of
the high-performance radiator in this series.
This last race concluded an even more prolific season for the high-performance
radiator, which has accumulated 8 wins in 13 races as well as 20 podiums, 32 top-5
and 54 top-10 finishes thanks to the many drivers.
In parallel, a version of the radiator developed for the American NASCAR Gander
Outdoors Truck series has started its first season. First adopted by Raphaël Lessard
in the spring, the radiator has already won two races with Toyota trucks from Hattori
Racing Enterprises and a second-place finish at Canadian Tire Motorsport Park in
Bowmanville, Ontario thanks to the efforts of driver Alex Tagliani in KBM's #51 truck.
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2019 results for the high-performance radiator in the NASCAR Pinty’s series
Driver
Andrew Ranger
LP Dumoulin
Alex Tagliani
Raphaël Lessard
DJ Kennington
JF Dumoulin
Simon Dion-Viens

Wins
4
2
1
1
0
0
0

Podium
7
4
3
1
3
2
0

Top-5
10
8
6
1
4
3
0

Top-10
13
10
8
2
11
4
3

Spectra Premium High-Performance Radiator Features & Benefits
 All-aluminum construction, using optimally balanced material thickness to minimize
weight;
 Heavy gauge tubes for increased durability;
 In-tank or external oil cooler as required;
 Universal anchor points available for quicker installation and removal - no special
tools required;
 Integrated lightweight fan brackets available to provide a secure mounting point
that fits a wide range of electric fans;
 Universal connection ports allow a variety of coolant hose adaptors to be used.
In 2017, the high-performance radiators were introduced in the NASCAR Pinty’s Series.
Two models of the Spectra Premium high-performance radiators are also available for
the stock-car APC United Late Model series in Ontario, Canada.
(http://www.spectrapremium.com/high_performance_radiator.html)
Spectra Premium Industries Inc. is a privately held company headquartered in
Boucherville, Quebec, Canada. Spectra Premium is a team of more than 1,300 dedicated
employees specialized in the design, manufacturing and distribution of cooling systems,
fuel delivery, ignition and engine management, climate control, and under car
components for automotive vehicles, light and heavy trucks. The Company owns and
operates four manufacturing plants, 18 warehouses and a distribution networks in the
United States, Canada, Mexico and Europe. Backed by an unparalleled customer and
after sales service, Spectra Premium is the automobile manufacturers,’ auto technicians’
and handymen’s choice for reliable, quality parts and automotive systems. Trust your
vehicle to Spectra Premium (spectrapremium.com).
Dumoulin Competition. In 2009, Jean-François Dumoulin partnered with his brother,
also driver, Louis-Philippe to create Dumoulin Compétition race team. They united with
experts of finance, marketing, logistics and sports management fields, in order to offer
their sponsors and partners a solid organizational structure. Their motto: "Passion,
Performance and Partnership" corresponds to their mission of offering their sponsors
more than on-track performance, but also optimal value for their invested dollar in terms
of visibility, driver involvement and organization (dumoulincompetition.com)
NASCAR Pinty’s Series. NASCAR's main sponsor in Canada, Pinty’s, has committed to
a long-term engagement in automobile racing and is partnering with NASCAR and TSN
to build a strong motorsports heritage in Canada. These NASCAR events benefit from
extensive media coverage through television, written press and internet publications.
NASCAR racing offers fans a thrilling edge-of-the-seat experience like no other. Skillful

and intense competition, admirable teamwork, and an “open to all” environment create
NASCAR’s genuine appeal to both spectators and drivers alike. Fans of the sport agree
that NASCAR racing unites the most varying demographics through a shared passion for
racing, and creates a lifestyle committed to the sport, the drivers, and the sponsors’
brands (hometracks.nascar.com/international/pintys-series/).

